
e-Learning in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic (EL-COVID)

1. e-Learning in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic

(EL-COVID) in Ӿࢵ

This survey is only for Vascular Surgeons & trainees in mainland CHINA (Ӿࢵ)

* ᤒᐏऴᶱ

1 What is your gender? ጱڦฎҘ *

2 What is your current position? ፓڹጱᘳ֖ଙᩒฎՋԍҘ *

3 How many e-Learning activities have you attended between December 15th
and April 15th, 2020? (approximately) 2019ࣁଙ12์15෭ᛗ2020ଙ4์15෭ԏ
ᳵ҅݇ےԧग़ེᗑᕶࣁᕚԟၚۖҘҁय़ᕅ҂

*

Female - ঀ

Male - ካ

Other - ٌ՜

Vascular surgeon with more than 5yrs of practice - ಗӱ᩻ᬦ5ଙጱᤅᓕक़ᑀ܅

Vascular surgeon with less than 5yrs of practice / Fellow - ಗӱ&lt;5ଙጱᤅᓕक़ᑀ
܅

Vascular trainee - ᤅᓕक़ᑀᥢङӫङኞ
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&gt;4



4 Did you attend any NATIONAL e-learning activity? ݇ےᬦձ֜ࢵਹᕆጱᗑᕶ
ҘހᕚԟᗑӤԻၞၚۖࣁ

*

Yes No

5 Did this national activity lead to an o!cial accreditation (e.g. CME points or a
certificate)? ᬯᶱࢵਹᕆᗑᕶԟၚۖฎވ׀ਥොᦊᦤҁֺইCMEړᦤԡ҂?

Yes No

6 Did you attend any INTERNATIONAL e-learning activity? ݇ےᬦձ֜ࢵᴬᗑ
ᕶࣁᕚԟᗑӤԻၞၚۖހҘ

*

Yes No

7
Did this international activity lead to an o!cial accreditation (e.g. CME points
or a certificate)? ᧆࢵᴬᗑᕶࣁᕚԟၚۖฎވ׀ਥොᦊᦤҁֺইCMEړ
ᦤԡ҂Ҙ

*

Yes No

8 How did you choose what e-learning activity to attend? (check what applies
best) ই֜ᭌೠ݇ߺےԶᗑᕶࣁᕚԟၚۖҘҁ᧗ᭌೠ๋֯ᶱ҂

*



9 How did you find the activities that you have finally attended? (check what
applies best) ฎই֜ತ๋کᕣ݇ےጱၚۖҘҁ᧗ᭌೠ๋֯ᭌᶱ҂

*

10 Does your employer support you in attending an e-learning activity through
protected time / allocated time during working hours? ጱӤᕆฎވඪ೮
ᕚԟၚۖҘࣁᗑᕶےአૡ֢ᳵ݇ܛ

*

Based on the reputation of the institution organizing the activity - चԭၚۖᕟᕢ
ጱ्

Based on the reputation of the presenter/panel - चԭᄍᦖᘏ/ੜᕟጱ्

Interested in receiving o!cial accreditation (e.g. CME points) - ਥොᦊᦤఽي᪁
ҁֺইCMEړ҂

Interested in the activity topic - ၚۖԆ᷌ఽي᪁

Other - ٌ՜

Comment

 

Through direct contact from national/international society - ᭗ᬦࢵਹ/ࢵᴬᐒ
ጱਥොፗᬳᐒԻড়֛ࢫ

Social media - ᐒԻড়֛

Word of mouth - ݗݗፘփ

Online educational platforms - ࣁᕚරᙙଘݣ

Actively searched for activities from well-known institutions - ᑌຄತᎣݷӾஞᕟ
ᕢጱၚۖ

Other - ٌ՜

Comment

 



Yes No

11 What was reason for NOT attending an e-learning activity that you were
interested in? (check what applies best) ๚ᚆ݇ےఽي᪁ጱᗑᕶࣁᕚԟၚ
ۖጱܻࢩฎՋԍҘ ҁ᧗ᭌೠ๋֯ᭌᶱ҂

*

12 What was your overall impression of e-learning activities during the COVID-
19 pandemic? COVID-19ዖఘ๗ᳵጱࣁᕚԟԻၞၚ֛ۖܦই
֜Ҙ

*

Lack of time due to increased workload - ኧԭૡ֢ᰁीےᘒᗌᳵ

Technical inability (e.g. slow internet connection) - ದᵑᏥҁֺইᘶᗑᬳള᭛ଶ
ౌ҂
Inability to isolate (e.g. crowded home environment during lock-down or busy

o!ce) - ሾहӧ꧋ᦜҁֺইᔺጱلېਰጱਹꁿሾह҂

Time-zone di"erence - ૧

No accreditation - ဌํᦊᦤҁֺইړ҂

No interaction - ဌํۖ

More than one educational activities at the same time - ݶํग़ᶱᗑᕶԟၚۖ҅
ஂྌ٫ᑱ

Other - ٌ՜

Comment

 



13 Once you have attended a very interesting activity, is it easy to retrieve it in
order to watch it again? ݇ےԧᶋଉํጱᗑᕶԟࣁᕚԻၞၚۖ҅ฎ
ᥤ᷇Ҙى፡ፘࢧஉฃވ

*

14 Supposing very interesting data has been presented online through an e-
learning activity. Is it easy to cite this presentation in a manuscript or a
presentation of your own? ᦡᗑᕶࣁᕚԟࣁᕚԻၞၚۖӾํᶋଉ
Ԏጱහഝ҅ฎݢވզஉฃࣁࣈᛔ૩ጱᦞଝᅌӾአᄍᦖᑤҘ

*

15 Would you list the e-learning activities you have attended in your *

Very positive, e-learning activities could replace traditional activities in some

subjects - ᶋଉํፅ҅ࣁԶොᶎᗑᕶԟԻၞၚۖݢզդ๊փᕹտᦓ୵ୗ

Positive, but there is room for improvements - ํፅ҅֕Ֆํදᬰጱ֟ࣈ

Neutral - Ӿᒈ

Negative, most activities are hastily prepared - ෫ፅ҅य़ग़හၚۖ᮷ฎՙᘒ౮

Very negative, e-learning activities cannot replace traditional activities in some

subjects - ྺ෫ፅ॒҅ᗑᕶࣁᕚԟԻၞၚۖ෫ဩ๊դփᕹտᦓ

Very easy (e.g. easily accessible through the original link) - ᶋଉฃҁֺই҅ݢզ
᭗ᬦܻত᱾ളຂᦢᳯ҂
Example answer choice 3Easy (e.g. on-demand content after free registration)

- ฃҁֺই҅عᩇဳٙݢݸᅩඎٖ҂

Hard (e.g. paid content) - உᵙҁֺই҅ᵱᥝ՞ᩇ҂

Very hard (e.g. request content from institution) - ᶋଉᵙҁֺই҅ᵱᥝ᧗Ԇېො
҂

Impossible (e.g. not available anymore) - ӧᚆҁֺই҅ӧࢧݢ፡҂

Easy (the content is properly archived and there is a permanent link to it) - ฃ
ҁٖ૪ᜉঅਂ҅Ӭํԋᔱ҅ݩԭአ҂
Hard (the content is not archived in a proper manner, e.g. without a permanent

link) - ᵙҁٖဌํᜉঅਂֺ҅ইဌํԋᔱݩ҂
I would not usually cite a presentation as a source - ౯᭗ଉӧአᄍᦖଝᅌӾጱහ
ഝᔰ



CV/Resume as CME activities? ฎވտਖ਼݇ےጱࣁᕚԟၚۖࣁڜጱᓌܲ
Ӿ֢ԅᖀᖅරᙙᕪܲҘ

16 What would you improve regarding the e-learning activities? ىԭᗑᕶԟ
ᕚԻၞၚۖ҅ํՋԍදᬰᥠҘҁᭌऴ҂ࣁ
 

17 Please share your email address (optional). We need it for data validation, but
it will not be shared with third parties. ᧗ړՁጱኪৼᮒկ࣎ࣈҁᭌऴ҂҅౯ժ
ᵱᥝਙᬰᤈහഝḵᦤ҅֕ӧտӨձ֜ᒫӣොوՁ̶
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Definitely yes - ୮ᆐ

Some of them (e.g. those with CME points or certification) - տڜԶҁֺই׀
CMEړᦊᦤጱ҂

Definitely no - ୮ᆐӧտ

(optional)

 Enter answer

email (optional)

 Enter answer
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